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The prologue to Hue de Rotelande's [pomedon i (c. 1180) places the
story of the eponymous hero squarely in the tradition of the romans
d' anciquite, ftrstly by invoking 'les aventures/ Ke avyndrent a l' ancien
tens' (II. 4-5), and secondly by presenting the text as a translation
from Latin into the vernacular (II. 20-32). Like the romances of
TMbes and Troie, and like other works which respond directly to
them, such as the Lais of Marie de France and the anonymous romance
Partonopeus de Blois, [pomedon begins with an invitation to the
audience/reader to construct meaning from the narrative which is to
follow: 'Qui a hons countes voet entendre) Sovent il poet grans biens
aprendre' (II. 1-2).' Moreover, an implicit contrast is established
between stories of the ancient world and works of pure entertainment,
through the linking of the paired terms enveiseUres and aventures with
the binary oppositionJolie/sens:

Par escuter enveisetires
Et retrere les aventures
Ke avyndrent a I'ancien tens,
Poet I' en oyr folie e sens.
Or lessums la folie ester
Kar de sens fet mult bien parler.

(3-8)

The text clearly identifies itself with the second in each pair of terms,
and by the use of the polyvalent term sens appears to promise its
readers not only a window on the wisdom of the ancients but also
meaning, or a 'message' of its own. It is hardly surprising, then, that
modem critics have responded to this invitation to construct meaning
by proposing a variety of interpretations of the work.
Before the publication of Holden's edition, a number of scholars had
proposed serious readings of the text, seeing it either as a tale of
protracted atonement for neglect of chivalric prowess,3 or, conversely,
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a critique of excessive observance of knightly conventions' Holden
shifted the focus towards the burlesque elements in the text, and saw it
as essentially parodic, its sens being little more than the comic
debunking of literary conventions.' For bim, one of the ballmarks of
Ipomedon was the arbitrariness of its attacks on the sacred cows of
romance writing: 'La seule intention systematique et tant soit peu
sentie qu'on puisse y deceler est celie de sa!iriser la femme' (p. 55).
The publication of the new edition provided the impetus for several
more studies whicb all focused to a greater or lesser degree on the
interpretative challenge posed by Hue's complex mode of
composition. Micbel Stanesco attempted to make sense of the bero's
contradictory bebaviour by attributing it to the interference of mythical
or magical modes of narration witb romance. 6 Susan Crane's fine
study drew attention to the coexistence of paradoxical elements in the
story, and gave due weigbt to 'humour and irony, but nonetheless saw
the author as having a 'serious commitment to his material' 7 A
similar 'double reading' approach was adopted by William Calin, wbo
saw Ipomedon as simultaneously subverting and validating the
romance enterprise' Roberta Krueger noted the existence of 'the
implied reader awaiting the disclosure of the story's sens and the clever
narrator who refuses to reveal it', while concluding that part, at least,
of that sens lay in a demonstration of 'male ingenuity at the expense
of women'.9 Despite their incisive analyses of the poem and
appreciation of Hue's use of paradox and contradiction, Crane, Calin
and Krueger still implicitly accept the prologue's suggestion that there
is a sens to be recovered from the story: the text simply requires clever
readers to match its clever narrator and uncover what is being
concealed. The contention here will be, on the other hand, that
Ipomedon is a text which deliberately sets out to make it impossible
for the reader to constrnct meaning: its sens is the willed absence of
sens lO The process of thwarting our attempts to respond to the
prologue's invitation is certainly comic and subversive, as Holden
argues, but it is far from being arbitrary. What we experience as
readers of this text is the systematic blocking of every avenue of
interpretation by the sustained marshalling of red herrings, internal
contradictions, and logical conundrums.
Red herrings are found from the opening scenes of the poem
onwards. When the hero decides to leave his father's court in order to
broaden his education, the audience is encouraged to expect serious
opposition to the plan from king Hermogenes. Ipomedon explains to
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his tutor Tholomeu that his father loves him so much that he would
never give him leave to go, no matter who might make the request on
his behalf. The young man even pictures himself having to creep away
under cover of darkness in order to fulfil his dream (ll. 253-66). The
audience is thus led to anticipate an early test for the hero, and awaits
the narration of a scene in which Ipomedon either defies his father or
succeeds against the odds in winning him round. In the event, we get
neither: Tholomeu puts the plan to the king, who takes only one
octosyllable to give his consent:
Tholomeu ne s'est pas targie,
AI roi vint si Ii ad prie,
La re·igne tut ensement;
Ly rois I'otrie bonement; .
A la reyne mut pesa,
Mout a envis luy graanta
Ke sis flZ detist esloignier;
EI n'ot for Iy sul, si rot cher.

(297-304)

The opposition, such as it is, comes from a different quarter, but even
the queen is rapidly persuaded to agree. Her reluctance is
understandable, given the unambiguous statement in line 304 that
Ipomedon was her only child.
It is more than disconcerting, then, to learn during the queen's
deathbed conversation with the hero some 1400 lines later that she has
another son, who will be able to recognise his half-brother by means
of a ring which she presents to the latter. ll The extreme compression
of this scene - the existence of the other son and the fact that no-one
else knows about him are revealed in three lines - suggests
something more than conventional romance mystification. The
narrator seems to be testing to the limit the reader's willingness to
suspend disbelief in order to be entertained. Who is this child's father?
How can the queen have concealed his existence from Hermogenes and
the rest of his court? Why should she have wanted 10 do so? How can
she have lost touch with her son for so long? Why does she not tell
Ipomedon his name? Why does he not ask? No answers to these
questions are given or even suggested. The reader who agrees to go
along with the text's extreme withholding of information does so on
the implicit understanding that all will be revealed at a later stage in
the narrative. Hue's narrator, however, fails to honour his side of the
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contract. When Jpomedon is finally reunited with his half-brother, the
audience learns nothing that they have not already been told or
prompted to work out for themselves. 12 During the climactic exchange
between the hero and Capaneus after the latter has recognised the ring
on the hero's finger (II. 10214-86), Ipomedon re-tells his life story,
while Capaneus simply declares that they are brothers; the only other
information he provides about his past is precisely the one thing we
already know:

[... J nus eimes freres,
Mes nus etimes divers peres,
Mes nus une mere avlon.

(10283-85)

Besides failing to answer the questions raised in the deathbed scene,
this episode also raises another. Given that Ipomedon had agreed to his
mother's request to wear the ring at all times, and given that he and
Capaneus had become close companions during the time he spent at
Meleager's court as the dru La reine, how was it that Capaneus had
failed to notice the ring when they sat at table together and drank from
the same cup (II. 2937-52), but managed to recognise it in the heat of
battle when he and his friend were engaged in mortal combat? The
situation is so improbable that the only possible answer to the
question is 'Because the poet says so'. If Capaneus, as a reader of
annular signs, can be seen as a figure of the text's own readers, then
the implication is that we, like him, are the narrator's puppets, whose
responses he will manipulate as he sees fit, with as little regard for our
autonomy as he has for vraisembLance .IJ This suggests a different
perspective on the sense of complicity between author-narrator and
audience which a number of critics have seen as a distinctive fearure of
the text l4 The frequent narratorial interventions and topical asides
appear to be inviting the audience to join in the game of laughing at
the hapless victims qf the hero's multiple disguises. The example of
Capaneus and the ring indicates, however, that that sense of
complicity may simply be the bait with which the text lures us into
participating in a game which is being played at our own expense. The
ultimate victims are the audience, who are here asked to suspend
disbelief until such time as the narrator decides to let them glimpse a
truth which has been staring them in the face all along.
The setting of false trails, littered with unanswered questions, is
only one tactic within the overall strategy of blocking avenues of
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interpretation 15 Another is the use of contradictions. At its most
obvious, this technique simply involves the juxtaposing of statements
which appear to cancel each other out, as when the narrator comments
in lines 534 to 536 that the young hero's courtly virtues were so great
as to make it almost irrelevant whether he demonstrated prul!sce or
not, and then immediately condemns cowardice in the strongest
possible terms (II. 549-50)16 On a slightly more sophisticated level,
we find the attribution to the hero, in certain episodes, of actions and
sentiments which are totally at odds with the way in which he is
portrayed elsewhere. Thus at the conclusion of the war in France
between the brothers Atreus and Oaire, [pomedon welcomes the latter's
offer of Saxony and his. daughter's hand in marriage in return for
brokering a peace treaty, 'Kar sa fiUe ai mut cuveiree' (I. 7561). How
is the audience to reconcile this statement with the hero's previous
demonstration of unshakeable loyalty to his beloved La Fiere?!?
Contradictory messages are also inscribed into some of the most basic
elements of the narrative, such as the choice of names for the
protagonists. The name of the hero is taken from the Roman de
Thebes, and at first sight appears simply to reinforce the link with the
romans d'antiquiri established in the prologue. However, the prologue
is balanced by an ironic epilogue (II. 10541-50) which reverses the
intertextual link, claiming that the story of Thebes is simply a
continuation of the 'estorie' which Hue has just translated. The choice
of the name lpomedon thus initially encourages the reader to invest the
text with the borrowed authority of Statius and one of the earliest
vernacular romances. The epilogue later prompts us retrospectively to
question that authority, and even to substitute the poem's own
authority for that of Latin epic and French romance alike. At the same
time, ttie blatantly irreverent untruth of Hue's claim to anteriority
invites us to restore the prestige of the Roman de Thebes. However,
this process of recuperation is itself made impossible by the
proliferation of other names taken from the Thebes, which further
undercuts the concept of textual authority: borrowing one or two
proper names from an earlier text may be a mark of respect, but
narrting fourteen protagonists after their Theban counterparts smacks
of parody.!S
The mental gymnastics required of the reader in trying to make
sense of the use of classical names in /pomedon is also called for in
what has usually been regarded as a fairly straightforward aspect of the
text: Hue's antifeminism. Here again we are presented with a thesis
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and an implicit antithesis, accompanied by subversion of both, a
strategy which leads to interpretative gridlock. Antifeminism
manifests itself in a series of narratorial interventions on the failings
of women, some of which are also repeated in speeches atUibuted to
characters, as well as in the structuring of the story, which, as Krueger
has shown, progressively undermines the power of the heroine La
Fiere and reduces her to the status of plaything of the manipulative
hero .19 Much of the criticism of women centres around their
fickleness, and is focused on the characters of Meleager's queen and La
Fiere. The queen has fallen for her mysterious dru, who takes no part
in the three-day tournament held to find a husband for La Fiere, but
cannot help being attracted by reports of the prowess of the white and
red knights who distinguish themselves on the rust and second days of
the tournament respectively. On the second occasion, the narrator
comments unambiguously:
Ja ne veITez femme si sage
Ke akune feix ne chant curage;
Heer desira veer celui,
Hui recuveite el plus cestui.

(5447-50)

The same point is made, though without the overt criticism of
women, about the heroine, who is extremely tempted to put aside her
feelings for her nameless millet in favour of the same white knight,
and then to transfer her affections from him to the red knight when the
latter outperforms everyone on day two. On both occasions the
narrator comments that only her 'fine leaute' stops her from falling
head-aver-heels in love with the knights in question (II. 3865-74 and
4793-800). The message seems to be that woman's fidelity is a very
fragile thing, and liable to be sorely tested from one day to the next.
And yet, when we pause to think about the situation, the message is
not quite as obvious as it seems. Both women are, in fact, being
attracted to the same man each time (the dru, the vadlet and the white
and red knights are all Ipomedon in various disguises), so their
apparent fickleness is actually proof of consistency: they always tall
for the hero, no matter what disguise he may adopt. The dilemma in
which La Fiere finds herself is simply a demonstration of her 'fine
leaut6', since she is wavering between love for the hero and love for
the hero. And yet, of course, both women believe that they are being
attracted to a succession of strangers. So is the reader to conclude that
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women are fickle and potentially promiscuous, or tbat tbey are
instinctively drawn to men of worth and remain true to them despite
appearances? The text simultaneously supports and negates both
interpretations,20
A similar strategy informs the presentation of the relationship
between love and chivalry. The text signals its preoccupation with the
chivalry topos at a very early stage. The prologue (II. 1-48) leads in to
an exordium (II. 49-168) which introduces lting Meleager of Sicily,
his nephew Capaneus, his sister (unnamed) and her daughter, who has
vowed only to love the most valiant knight in the world, and has so
earned herself the nickname La Fiere. The narrative proper begins with
the introduction of the hero, whose decision to go to La Fiere's court
not to become a knight, or to win renown, but to learn affaitement
immediately suggests an engagement witb the chivalry topos, a
suspicion which is then confrrmed by his feigned lack of interest·in
jousting, swordplay and other manly activities (II. 519-28). The
dialectically-inclined reader assumes at this point that the story is
either going to negate the chivalry topos by showing that it is
possible for La Fiere to love a man who denies his potential for
prowess, or to validate it by having lpomedon reveal his true nature
and win her by his chivalric skill. In the event, both and neither turn
out to be true.
The heroine falls in love witb tbe vadlet without him
accomplishing a single chivalric deed (negation of the chivalry topos),
but he is only pretending to be a coward, and later gives supreme proof
of his prowess, thus inspiring even greater love in her (negation of the
negation). But since the audience knows from the outset that the
hero's cowardice is feigned, the heroine's initial attraction to him can
be read as showing that even latent prowess can inspire love (extreme
validation of the chivalry topos). Later on, though, the hero is inspired
to impersonate his own rival and threaten to force La Fiere to give
herself to someone who has proved to be the finest knight, but whom
she cannot love (negation of the validation). Yet because the man who
is now entitled to claim her hand is in fact the man she loves, in
disguise, the chivalry topos finally appears to work. Or does it? The
end result of La Fiere's love and Ipomedon's prowess is stalemate: his
impersonation of Leonin forces her to renege on her vow and attempt
to leave the country to escape him, while he refuses yet again to claim
his prize and heads off into the wide blue yonder. The situation is
resolved only through the intervention of Capaneus, who just happens
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to be La Piere's cousin and lpomedon's long-lost half brother, and just
happens to ride up as La Fiere is sailing away, and then, having
engaged Jpomedon in combat, just happens to dislodge his mail
gauntle~ thus revealing the ring which the latter's mother had given
him and which only his half-brother would be able to recognise. The
denouement cheerfully parades its own contrivance, inviting the
conclusion that no resolution is in fact logically possible: the chivalry
topos is revealed to be a vicious spiral which endlessly alienates the
knight and his lady from one another until the poet-narrator imposes
an entirely arbitrary form of closure.
If, as we suggested earlier, Capaneus can be seen in this final
sequence as a reader at the mercy of a manipulative writer, lpomedon
bimself appears througbout the text as a figure of the author. Calin
notes bow the manipulative bero functions as a surrogate for the poet,
bis self-sufficiency and the opacity of bis motivation figuring the nonaccountable autonomy of the writer of fictional narratives.'1 He does
not comment, bowever, on one episode which to my mind
encapsulates this more fully than any other, and wbich lends support
to the bypothesis that Ipomedon is an exercise in taking apart the
notion of romance as something capable of bearing meaning. On each
morning of the three-day tournament, lpomedon absents bimself from
the court of king Meleager, ostensibly to go bunting, but actually to
join in the figbting in disguise. On the second day, he sets out very
early indeed, before daybreak (I. 4488), and, as on Day I, encourages
bis buntsmen and bounds to make as mucb noise as possible, so that
everyone in the town and the castle is woken up (U. 4493-500). The
ladies of the court complain vociferously to the queen about her dru
disturbing their beauty sleep for no good reason:
E dient: 'Mal seit il venu,
Kar si ne deit pas cbevaler
Es charnbres dames esveiller;
Aukes ad plus suer dedut
Les deit l'um esveiller la nuit.'

(4506-10)

As the inscribed audience of Jpomedon' s cacopbonous pantomime, the
ladies are another textual equivalent of the external reader. Tbey are
woken up by a racket whicb serves no purpose other than to prove that
Ipomedon can disturb them wben be feels like it (since the court
already knows that the queen's dru bunts on a daily basis, the
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informational content of the hullabaloo is nil). In the same way, the
reader's understanding of romance is undermined by a text which offers
nothing in its place, and flaunts its disruption of conventions simply
to draw anention to its Own cleverness. The hunt which follows can
also be read as a metaphorical enactment of the relationship between
author and audience. Members of the court feast on game which they
believe comes from the queen's dru; he in fact catches nothing,
because he is off attending the tournament, but cheerfully encourages
the belief that he was responsible for providing them with veneison.
Likewise, members of the audience may assume that the text offers a
sens sanctioned by the author, while he absents himself from the
forest of potential meanings, and rejoices in their willing acceptance of
a delusory prey.
The introduction of sex into the picture in the final couplet of the
ladies' complaint prepares the way for the poem's notorious epilogue,
which makes use of intertextual commentary to establish subversive
correspondences between intercourse and writing. As Holden has noted,
the first part of Hue's epilogue is a reworking of the closing lines of
Thomas's Tristan (pp. 51 and 56).22 Before lOOking at this is more
detail, it is worth noting that the final lines of the romance proper
may also contain a parodic reference to another version of the Tristan
story. Beroul's description of the lovers' life in the forest of Morrois
expresses the idea of love transcending suffering in a perfectly-balanced
couplet which one is tempted to think the medieval audience must
have quoted as often as undergraduate essay-writers:
Tant s'entraiment de bone amor
L'un por l'autre ne sent dolor. 23
Hue appears to rewrite these lines so as to strip away any notion of
transcendence, presenting the reality of true love as he sees it:
Chescun de oez ad ben garde
A autre sa virginite,
Or se entreaiment tant par amur
Ke il se entrefoutent tute jur.

(10513-16)

The first couplet, with its emphasis on virginity, appears to reject the
flawed passion of Tristan and Iseut, but the second also subverts the
ideal of conjugal love which other romanciers such as Gautier d' Arras
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had substituted for it. The maniage of chaste lovers which forms the
finale to this work turns out to be simply an opportunity for non-stop
copulation.
The reduction of the whole romance enterprise to the pursuit of
good sex is signalled even more clearly in the epilogue. There is more
to this passage, however, than gratuitous scurrility." There is also a
deliberate linking of sexual with writerly activity which implies that
the act of writing is itself an evasion, which inevitably denatures
desire. Thomas's Tristan concludes not only with a dedication to
lovers, but also with some reflections on his own achievement as a
writer:
Tumas fine ci sun escrit:
A tuz amanz saluz i dit,
As pensis e as amerus,
As emvius, as desirus,
As enveisiez e as purvers,
A tuz eels ki orunt ees verso
Si dit n'ai a tuz lor voleir,
Le milz ai dit a man poeir,
E <lit ai tute la verur,
Si cum jo pramis aI primur. 2S
This epilogue also gives meaning to the poem, as Thomas goes on to
explain that he wrote it in the hope that other lovers ntight recognise
themselves in parts of the tale and draw consolation from it when faced
with the trials and tribulations of love. Hue de Rotelande's epilogue is
likewise addressed to all lovers, and also purports to help them to
understand what love is all about:
Jpomedon a tuz amanz
Mande saluz en eest romanz
Par eest Hue de Rotelande;
De part Ie deu d' arnur curnande
Des or mes lealment arner,
Sens tricherie e senz fauser;
Ese nuls de arner se retrait
Devant \,0 ke il ait sun bon fait,
Enfm cil ert escumeng~,
E puis si ait plener cung~
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De enveisir la u il purra,
Asouz ert cil ki plus avra.

(10559-70)

However, the message the audience is invited to take away from the
slOry of lpomedon - a message endorsed by three authority figures:
the God of Love, the hero himself and Hue the narrator - is that true
love simply means sex and lots of it. Thomas's authorly concern with
the quality of his literary production and its reception by a counly
audience is replaced by a preoccupation with the quality of sexual
performance and the finding of receptive females. By evoking the
conclusion to Thomas's Tristan and substituting sex for writing, the
epilogue 10 /pomedon draws attention 10 the fact that Thomas and
others like him are actually engaged in doing the reverse. It ncatly
suggests that writing fiction , or romance, is simply a displacement
activity, a substitute for intercourse. The nature of the relationship
hetween sex and writing is explored further in the second half of the
epilogue, in which Hue invites any noblewoman who may be
sceptical about his claim 10 possess the god of love's charter of
absolution for amatory sinners to come to his house in Credenhill to
see it:
Ainz ke d'iloc s'en seit tume
La chartre Ii ert enbreve,
E ~o n' ert pas trop grant damages
Se Ii seaus li pent as nages.

(10577-80)26

The use of the written text as a euphemism for the male member
rather obviously enacts the process of sublimation inherent in
romance, and which Hue appears to have set himself the task of
exposing. The textual authority represented by the seal is, he implies,
merely a poor metaphorical substitute for the authentic experience
afforded by its anatomical equivalents. Susan Crane concludes that the
message of the epilogue is that 'romance's versions of achievement
disguise or evade the true character of desire', and that it argues for the
incorporation of 'purely autonomous gratification' of sexual desire as
an essential element in the construction of selfhood typically
associated with the romance hero (pp. 170-73).
The problem with this interpretation, as Hue himself well knew, is
that you cannot simultaneously gratify desire and defer its gratification
as required by the pursuit of other aspects of the process of self-
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actualisation . Re-reading the text in the ligbt of the epilogue, we are
forced to recall incidents wbicb run counter to the latter' s apparent
logic, and which destabilise even this last-ditcb attempt to make sense
of ipomedon. One sucb incident occurs in the final section of the text,
when the hero responds to the heroine's desperate call for a champion
to defend her against the bideous Leonin. Ipomedon, disguised this
time as a madman, travels with La Fiere's attendant Ismeine from the
court of King Meleager to rescue her mistress. Ismeine is attracted to
the bero in spite of bis disguise, and would certainly not be averse to a
little entertainment en route: wben the pair take lodgings for the nigbt,
Ipomedon reclines on a ricb carpet, Ismeine looks long and bard at
bim, and the narrator comments:
Debez ait ii, s'e I ne la fut!
Nu l'ai~ a Deu fei! Ke il ne volt
Pur la Fiere, dunt se dolt.

(8648-50)

Tbe hero's subsequent defence of bis cbastity even extends to biting
Ismeine and threatening to cut ber band off with bis sword when she
approacbes bim in the middle of the nigbt. Tbe narrator explicitly
criticises the hero for bis deferral of gratification in line 8648, but then
negates that criticism and postpones Ipomedon's first sexual
experience until after be has completed yet more acts of cbivalry.
Moreover, as we have seen, the concluding lines of the poem contain
implicit praise of the hero's chastity, coupled with the suggestion that
gratification, when finally acbieved, is all the more satisfying for
having been deferred. So the text appears simultaneously to condemn
playing the romance game of deferral; to play it by spinning out the
action towards its implausible conclusion; to suggest that it is worth
playing by rewarding the protagonists with non-stop sexual
satisfaction at the end; and to imply that it is meaningless by drawing
attention in the epilogue to its status as a displacement activity 2 7
A "ualist' reading of ipomedon, sucb as that proposed by Crane or
Calin, recognises the existence of such contradictory elements in the
text, but attempts to negotiate contradiction within the conceptual
framework set out in the prologue - i.e. this is a romance, romance
offers its readers a sens, and therefore Ipomedon has a sens - by
allowing two opposing meanings to co-exist within the same textual
space. It could be argued, however, that the prologue is simply the
first, and possibly the most audacious, of the many false trails laid by
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the text. It encourages the reader to look for meaning in a poem which
is actually designed to subvert interpretative strategies. The main body
of the text sets out, with malice aforethought, to prove that the
syllogism proposed by the prologue is a false one: this poem, which
bears all the outward signs of being a romance, does not have a sens.
In its deliberate and systematic thwarting of the audience's desire to
make sense of the action which unfolds before them, /pomedon runs
counter to the fundamental tendency of twelfth-century courtly
narrative to invite and support the construction of meaning from
fictional scenarios. Hue's poem is more than just a parodic or
burlesque narrative: it is a sophisticated (and often irritating)
hermeneutic game that implies a rather disturbing model of the
relationship between author and audience of vernacular romance.
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The Medieval Translator: Papers from the Gregynog Conference 1987. cd.

Roger Ellis, Cambridge, Brewer, 1989, pp. 135-41 (p. 139).
8 'The Exaltation and Undermining of Romance: Ipomedon', in The Legacy
of Chretien de Troyes , vol. 2, ed. Norris 1. Lacy, Douglas Kelly and Keith
Busby, Amsterdam, Rodopi, 1988, 111 -24.
9 ' Misogyny, Manipulation, and the Female Reader in Hue de Rotelande's

Ipomedon' , in CouT1ly LiIerature: Culture and Contexr, Selected Papers
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Society, Dalfsen, 1986, ed. Keith Busby and Erik Kooper, Amsterdam,
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Ipomedon on the first day of the tournament is clearly introduced as tuns
bons quens d' Alemaigne' (1. 4021), and as such cannot be identified with
Daire king of Lorraine who features in the initial list of participants (II.
3423-24) and in the French episode later in the poem (II. 7267ff.). The
poet's decision to include two Daifes is almost certainly another humorous
nod in the direction of tbe Roman de Thebes, which features two distinct
characters called Daire, one (Daife Ie Raux) a Theban baron, and the other a
king. If Hue's audience was as confused as the poem's editor by the
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14 Krueger, 'Misogyny and Manipulation', p. 401, and 'The Author's
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two Daires, Dirceus, Drias, McJeager (MeJeages), Monesteus (Menesteus),
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19 'Misogyny and Manipulation', especially pp. 397¥404.
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